44th Annual NORTHERN CALIFORNIA AREA EMMY® AWARD NOMINATIONS ANNOUNCED

The 44th Annual Northern California Area EMMY® Award Nominations were announced Wednesday, May 6th at noon on the internet. The EMMY® award is presented for outstanding achievement in television by The National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences (NATAS). San Francisco/ Northern California is one of the nineteen chapters awarding regional Emmy® statuettes. Northern California is composed of media companies and individuals from Visalia to the Oregon border and includes Hawaii and Reno, Nevada. Entries aired during the 2014 calendar year.

This year a record number of 761 English and 135 Spanish entries were received in 67 categories. English and Spanish language entries were judged and scored separately. A minimum of five peer judges from other NATAS chapters scored each entry on a scale from 1 to 10 on Content, Creativity and Execution. (Craft categories were judged on Creativity and Execution only). The total score was divided by the number of judges. The mean score was sorted from highest to lowest in each category. The Chapter Awards Committee looked at blind scores (not knowing the category) and decided on the cut off number for nominations and recipients. The results were tabulated by our accounting firm Spalding and Company.

KNTV NBC Bay Area received the highest number of nominations with 34 followed by KPIX 5 with 24 and KTVU Fox 2 with 22. KUVS Univision19 topped the Spanish contest with 22 nominations. The highest number of individual nominations went to Robert Alberino, 49ers.com with ten, followed by Bryan Yuen, KPIX 5 with eight. María Leticia Gómez and León Felipe González of KDTV Univision 14 topped the Spanish contest with six each. Total nominations: 230 English and 46 Spanish. 874 Nomination Certificates will be printed and given to 517 individuals.

The Emmy® Gala returns to a theatre setting at the new SFJAZZ Center in San Francisco on Saturday, June 6, 2015. The black tie evening starts at 6:30 pm with hors d'oeuvres and complimentary wine provided by Watts Winery. (No host bar available) The program begins at 7:30 pm in the Robert N. Miner Auditorium with reserved seating. We will conclude the night with dessert following the awards presentation. Recipients of the Emmy® statuette will be escorted to the Joe Henderson Lab for red carpet photos and interviews. The evening will be a dual webcast so family and friends can watch the stage presentation or the red carpet interviews.

Reserved seats must be purchased in advance thru the SFJAZZ. Tickets are $80 each with a $10 discount if purchased before May 25th. Go to www.emmysf.tv and click on Gala tickets to pick your seats.

The complete list of the nominations follows:
SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT

Overall Excellence/News Excellence
“Comcast SportsNet,” Comcast SportsNet Bay Area  
TED GRIGGS, President/General Manager  
“Hawaii News Now 2014,” Hawaii News Now  
MARK PLATTE, News Director; SCOTT HUMBER, Assistant News Director  
“KCRA - Where The News Comes First,” KCRA 3  
ELLIOTT TROSHINSKY, President/General Manager; LORI WALDON, News Director  
“KHON2 Overall Excellence,” KHON 2  
KRISTINA LOCKWOOD, General Manager; LORI SILVA, News Director  
“KITV4, More Local,” KITV 4  
ANDREW JACKSON, General Manager; CHUCK PARKER, News Director  
“KOVR/KMAX Overall Excellence,” KOVR CBS 13  
KEVIN WALSH, President/General Manager; TOM BELL, News Director  
“KTXL Fox 40 - News That Matters,” KTXL Fox 40  
ED CHAPUIS, News Director  
“KVIE Overall Excellence,” KVIE PBS 6  
DAVID A. LOWE, President/General Manager  
“News10: Station Excellence,” KXTV 10  
JEROME PARRA, News Director

Journalistic Enterprise-Within 24 Hours
No Nominations

Journalistic Enterprise-No Time Limit
“Risking It All: An Immigrant's Journey,” KGPE 47  
CHAD MCCOLLUM, Executive Producer; XIMENA CAMARENA, Producer;  
JACK HIGHBERGER, Reporter/Photographer  
“Tony Kovaleski 2014,” KNTV NBC Bay Area  
TONY KOVALESKI, Investigative Reporter  
“2014: We Investigate!,” KNTV NBC Bay Area  
KEVIN NIOUS, ELIZABETH WAGNER, Investigative Producers; VICKY NGUYEN, Investigative Reporter; JEREMY CARROLL, Photographer/Editor

NEWS PROGRAMMING

Newscast-Daytime-Larger Markets
“KCRA 3 Reports at Noon,” KCRA 3  
NAOMI LEE, Producer; LISA GONZALEZ, Anchor  
“KPIX 5 Morning News at 6AM,” KPIX 5  
JOSEPH-RYAN ESCOBAR, Associate Producer; MICHAEL BRUCE, Director;  
FRANK MALLICOAT, Anchor; ANNE MAKOVEC, Anchor/Reporter;  
ROBERTA GONZALEZ, Weather Anchor/Reporter; ELIZABETH WENGER, Traffic Anchor; MICHELLE GRIEGO, Field Anchor/Reporter; KIET DO, Reporter;  
BRIAN KILEY, GREGG WELK, Photographers; CARLA DUKE, Technical Director
“KPIX 5 Noon News: Eye on the Storm,” KPIX 5
EMILY TARRAN, Producer; KELLY CREFFIELD, Director; MICHELLE GRIEGO, FRANK MALLICOAT, Anchors; PAUL DEANNO, Chief Meteorologist; ROBERTA GONZÁLES, Weather Anchor; ELIZABETH WENGER, Traffic Anchor; KIET DO, DA LIN, ANNE MAKOVEC, Reporters; CARLA DUKE, Technical Director; BILLY POON, Weather Producer

Newscast-Daytime-Medium Markets
No Nominations

Newscast-Evening-Larger Markets
“NBC Bay Area News at 11,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
KYANN LEWIS, Executive Producer; ERIC RICH, Producer; WILL ADAMS, Director; RAJ MATHAI, Anchor; ROB MAYEDA, Meteorologist; MARIANNE FAVRO, MONTE FRANCIS, ROBERT HANDA, VICKY NGUYEN, Reporters; PHILLIP SUKKE, Assistant Director; ED DURAN, Audio Engineer; ERIKA RASMUSSEN, Promotions Producer
“CBS13 News at 10,” KOVR CBS 13
TOM BELL, News Director; MISTIE LACKEY, Executive Producer; CARRIE TAN, Producer; KATHYANNE THOMPSON, Director; MARIA MEDINA, MOJGAN SHERKAT, Reporters; DAVID HUNT, Editor
“KPIX 5 News at 6: Napa Earthquake,” KPIX 5
MELISSA ADAMS, Producer; WAYNE PHILIPPO, Director; ANDRIA BORBA, ELIZABETH COOK, JULIETTE GOODRICH, Reporters; ANTHONY RUTANASHOODECH, Photojournalist; CHAD SIMPSON, Photographer/Graphics; MARK BAGGS, Technical Director; LEONA WONG, Senior Assignment Editor; MICHAEL KONCZAL, Assignment Editor; JOHN ROSS, Audio Engineer

Newscast-Evening-Medium Markets
“Hawaii News Now at 5: Deadly Plane Crash,” Hawaii News Now
MARK PLATTE, SCOTT HUMBER, Executive Producers; ANTHONY FERREIRA, Producer
“ABC30 Action News Live at Eleven,” KFSN ABC 30
MICHAEL CARR, News Director; ALYSIA AMBRIZ, Producer; WARREN ARMSTRONG, Anchor; REUBEN A. CONTRERAS, Weather Producer; DENNIS SILVAS, MATHEW WALTERS, Photojournalists
“KITV4 News at 6,” KITV 4
MICHELLE CHAN, Producer

Newscast-Smaller Markets
No Nominations

Breaking News
“Deputy Killer Manhunt,” KCRA 3
JUSTIN CHECHOURKA, SOREATH HOK, DEREK SCHNELL, JAMES STIMSON, Producers; STEPHEN ZGRAGGEN, Director; ANGELINE SHEETS, Managing Editor; KELLIE DEMARCO, LISA GONZALES, EDIE LAMBERT, Anchors; DAVID BIENICK, KEVIN OLIVER, SHAROKINA SHAMS, RICHARD C. SHARP, Reporters; BRANDON ATCHISON, MICHAEL DOMALAOG, Photographers
“Downtown Sacramento Fire,” KCRA 3
  JAMES STIMSON, Executive Producer; RON P. EDENS, KAREN WULFERDINGER, Producers; RANDY FORSMAN, Director; LISA GONZALES, Anchor; DAVID BIENICK, KEVIN OLIVER, Reporters; MICHAEL DOMALAOG, KELLY WRIGHT, Photographers

“Napa Earthquake,” KGO ABC 7
  KERRY LORING, HEATHER TUGGLE, LEETHA YEE, Executive Producers; KRISANN CHASARIK, SEAN DOBIE, CHRISTINE NI, STACY TIFFIN, Producers; DAN ASHLEY, AMA DAETZ, CHERYL JENNINGS, KRISTEN SZE, Anchors; MATT KELLER, Anchor/Reporter; LAURA ANTHONY, CORNELL BARNARD, AMY HOLLYFIELD, Reporters; MICHAEL D. CLARK, RON GIUNTINI, ABE MENDOZA, STEFAN STIFTER, Photographers

“Napa Earthquake,” KTVU Fox 2
  BRANDON BEHLE, Executive Producer; CHELSEA PLUMMER, Producer; JUSTIN HOLMES, Director; MIKE MIBACH, CLAUDINE J. WONG, Anchors; ROSEMARY OROZCO, MARK TAMAYO, Meteorologists; SAL CASTANEDA, Traffic Anchor; ERIC RASMUSSEN, ALEX SAVIDGE, TOM VACAR, Reporters

General Assignment Report
“Napa County Fire,” KCRA 3
  RICHARD C. SHARP, Producer; ALAN BLAICH, Photographer

“Operation Big Fun,” KCRA 3
  CLAIRE DOAN, Producer; JOHN BREEDLOVE, Photographer

“Peter Boy: Case Reopened,” KGMB 9
  LYNN KRESTA, Reporter; DARIN AKITA, Photographer/Editor

“Police Brutality Caught on Video,” KGMB 9
  LYNN KRESTA, Reporter

“Jail Quake,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
  JODI HERNÁNDEZ, Reporter

“Unreliable Radios,” KTVU Fox 2
  HEATHER HOLMES, Reporter

“Protest, Police, and Pizza: Building Community,” KTVU Fox 2
  NOELLE WALKER, Reporter; JOSEPH HUERTA, Photographer

Continuing Coverage-Within 24 Hours
“Microclimate Weather Alert: Tracking The Historic Storm,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
  ERIC RICH, MEGAN TRIHEY, KRIS VERA-PHILLIPS, Producers; ANTONIO VILLA, Director; PHILLIP SUKKE, Assistant Director; LAURA GARCÍA CANNON, Anchor; MIKE INOUYE, Traffic Anchor; CHRISTINA LOREN, ROB MAYEDA, JEFF RANIERI, Meteorologists; DAVID PARKINSON, Senior Weather Producer; SHAYNA R. JOHN, Editor

“KPIX 5 News at 11: Corruption Scandal,” KPIX 5
  COURTNEY MCLEOD, Producer; WAYNE PHILIPPO, Director; KEN BASTIDA, ELIZABETH COOK, Anchors; JOE VAZQUEZ, LINDA YEE, Reporters; ANTHONY RUTANASHOODIECH, Photographer; LEONA WONG, Senior Assignment Editor; MICHAEL KONCZAL, Assignment Editor; BRAD BELSTOCK, WENDY TOPLETZ, Writers
Continuing Coverage-No Time Limit

“Exposing the Unknown Dangers to Children,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
  JULIE PUTNAM, Producer; STEPHEN STOCK, Reporter; FELIPE ESCAMILLA, Photojournalist; SCOTT PHAM, MARK VILLARREAL, Editors

“UN-Covered California,” KPIX 5
  JENNIFER MISTROT, JULIE WATTS, Producers; JOSEPH COUSINS, SCOTT EASON, BRIAN YUEN, Photographers; SUZANNE LANE, Editor; CHRISTOPHER GUERRERO, JULIE MONTES, Graphic Designers

“Serial Arsonist,” KTVU Fox 2
  ROBERT HANNA, Segment Producer/Reporter

Investigative Report-Single Story

“Following the SamTrans Money Train,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
  KEVIN NIOUS, Producer

“Silicon Valley’s 'Body Shop' Secret,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
  JULIE PUTNAM, Producer; STEPHEN STOCK, Reporter

“The Debacle at Metcalf,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
  ELIZABETH WAGNER, Investigative Producer; TONY KOVALESKI, Investigative Reporter; MARK VILLARREAL, Photographer

“Explosive Cargo,” KPIX 5
  ABBY STERLING, Producer; CHRISTIN AYERS, Reporter; BRIAN YUEN, Photographer; SUZANNE LANE, Editor

“Golden Gate Bridge Slackers,” KTVU Fox 2
  MELANIE WOODROW, Investigative Reporter

“How Safe is Your Hospital?,” KXTV 10
  MICHAEL BOTT, Producer; TIM WELLS, Investigative Manager; THOMAS JENSEN, Reporter

“The Keys to the City,” KXTV 10
  MICHAEL BOTT, Producer; TIM WELLS, Investigative Manager; THOMAS JENSEN, Reporter

Investigative Report-Series

“Waiting for Justice,” KHON 2
  REGINA MANGIERI, Reporter; GREG LAU, Photographer/Editor

“Fare Play,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
  DAVID PAREDES, Investigative Producer/Photographer; ELYCE KIRCHNER, Investigative Reporter

“No Records, No Problem: Flying High on Your Dime,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
  JULIE PUTNAM, Producer; JENNA SUSKO, Investigative Reporter

“911 Delays at USPS,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
  ELIZABETH WAGNER, Investigative Producer; VICKY NGUYEN, Producer/Writer; FELIPE ESCAMILLA, Photographer/Editor

“Substation 'In-Security','” KNTV NBC Bay Area
  ELIZABETH WAGNER, Producer; TONY KOVALESKI, Reporter; MARK VILLARREAL, Editor

“Call Kurtis Investigates: Government Failures,” KOVR CBS 13
  MATT SCHRADER, Producer; KURTIS MING, Managing Editor; MICHAEL CERVANTES, DENNIS LOPEZ, Photographers WESLEY RODRIGUEZ, LISA RUIZ-DESO, Graphic Artists
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“The Surveillance State of California,” KXTV 10
TIM WELLS, Investigative Manager; MICHAEL BOTT, Investigative Producer;
THOMAS JENSEN, Reporter

Feature News Report-Light
“Duane Kuiper: 'One Is The Loneliest Number',” Comcast SportsNet Bay Area
DAVE BERNSTEIN, Executive Producer; MICHAEL LANDOLINA, Producer/Writer;
ROB LEMBO, Photographer; ROBERT KAHL, Editor
“Telegraph Hill Garbageman,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
JOE ROSATO, JR., Reporter/Photographer
“It's a Great Office: The Oldest Ranger,” KTVU Fox 2
NOELLE WALKER, Producer/Reporter; RYAN OLIVEIRA, Photographer/Editor
“Ben's Legacy,” KTXL Fox 40
STEFANIE CRUZ, Anchor/Reporter
“Bowling Makes Me Happy,” KXTV 10
RYAN YAMAMOTO, Reporter/Writer; BRANDON ATCHISON, Photographer/Editor

Feature News Report-Light Series
“The Queen's Song,” KITV 4
PAMELA YOUNG, Producer; KYLE HAYAMA, GARRETT SPRINKLE, Photographers
“Bay Area Proud,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
GARVIN THOMAS, Reporter/Photographer/Editor
“RJ Needs Help,” KXTV 10
NICK MONACELLI, Producer
“Tell 10,” KXTV 10
DALE SCHORNACK, Reporter; JOHN LARIMORE, Editor

Feature News Report-Serious
“Five year old Beatles Fan,” KFSN ABC 30
LIZ HARRISON, Anchor/Reporter; MATTHEW A. BRINCEFIELD, Photographer;
DARRELL HAMILTON JR., Editor
“Victoria's Story,” KGMB 9
JIM MENDOZA, Reporter
“Killer Up For Parole,” KOVR CBS 13
MARIA MEDINA, Reporter; DENNIS LÓPEZ, MATTHEW ZOLYN SKY, Photographers
“What's in my Pot,” KPIX 5
ABBY STERLING, Producer; MIKE SUGERMAN, Reporter; BRIAN YUEN, Photographer;
SUZANNE LANE, Editor
“Good Samaritan Reunion,” KXTV 10
Cristina Mendonsa, Reporter

Feature News Report-Serious Series
“Cash for Criminals,” KPIX 5
CATE CAUGUIRAN, SERKAN STAGE, Producers
“Crude by Rail,” KPIX 5
ABBY STERLING, Producer; CHRISTIN AYERS, Reporter; BRIAN YUEN, Photographer;
SUZANNE LANE, ARTHUR PINES, Editors
 Specialty Assignment Report

“Reality Check Franchise,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
   KINSEY KIRIAKOS, Producer; SAMUEL BROCK, Reporter

“Travel Beat-Flying, Skiing, and Boating,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
   ELYCE KIRCHNER, Reporter

“Call Kurtis Consumer Investigations 2014,” KOVR CBS 13
   MATT SCHRADER, Producer; KURTIS MING, Managing Editor;
   MICHAEL CERVANTES, Photographer/Editor; DENNIS LÓPEZ, Photographer;
   LISA RUIZ-DESOTO, BRIAN WHEATLEY, Graphic Artists

“ConsumerWatch - Getting Results,” KPIX 5
   WHITNEY GOULD, JENNIFER MISTROT, JULIE WATTS, Producers;
   JOSEPH COUSINS, SCOTT EASON, SERKAN STAGE, RICHARD VILLAROMAN,
   BRIAN YUEN, Photographers; SUZANNE LANE, Editor
   CHRISTOPHER GUERRERO, JULIE MONTES, Graphic Designers

“Mistrot Composite Consumer,” KPIX 5
   JENNIFER MISTROT, Producer/Photographer

“News Beyond the App: Tech with Cate Cauguiran,” KPIX 5/KBCW
   CATE CAUGUIRAN, Reporter

“Education Matters,” KSEE 24/Fenceline Media Group LLC
   JUANITA STEVENSON, Producer/Writer; JUSTIN DAVIS, Photographer/Editor

NEWS & PROGRAM SPECIALTY

Documentary-Cultural/Historical

“Becoming California,” KQED 9/The American Mercury
   JAMES BAXTER, JEFFREY WHITE, Executive Producers; KIT TYLER, Producer;
   RICHARD TSAI, RICHARD YORK, Associate Producers;
   RON CHAPPLE, Aerial Photographer

“The Heiress and Her Chateau: Carolands of California,” KQED 9/Luna Productions
   CATHERINE RYAN, GARY WEIMBERG, Producer/Directors

Documentary-Topical

“The Bucket List,” 49ers.com/49ers Studios
   ROBERT ALBERINO, Director; TREY DILLEN, Photographer;
   WIL BLACKWELL, Editor

“The Soldier's Letter,” 49ers.com/49ers Studios
   WIL BLACKWELL, Producer; ROBERT ALBERINO, Director

“Impossible Light,” KQED 9/Mission Rock Pictures
   JEREMY AMBERS, Executive Producer/Filmmaker

“ViewFinder: A Likely Story,” KVIE 6
   TYLER BASTINE, JASON SHOULTZ, Producers; JIM FINNERTY, Coordinating
   Producer; BRAD WHITE, Director of Photography; TIM D. WALTON, Editor;
   CHRIS HALL, Audio Technician

Arts/Entertainment-Feature/Segment

“Andres Amador's Earthscapes: Art that Goes Out with the Tide,” KQED 9
   CYNTHIA STONE, Producer; JOE MATAZZONI, Managing Editor;
   ANDREW MARSON, Photographer/Audio Engineer

“KQED Art School: Printmaking with Favianna Rodriguez,” KQED 9
   KRISTIN FARR, JOEL WANER, MATTHEW WILLIAMS, Producers
“Comedy's Worst-Kept Secret: Mark Pitta & Friends at Mill Valley's Throckmorton Theatre,”
KQED 9
LORI HALLORAN, Producer; LINCOLN ELSE, MIKE ELWELL, RICHARD E. SANTANGELO, Photographers; HUGH SCOTT, Audio Engineer

“Photographer on a Mission: Ed Drew,” KQED 9
LORI HALLORAN, Producer; LINCOLN ELSE, Photographer; PETER J. BORG, DEBRA SCHAFFNER, Editors

“KVIE Arts Showcase: Gabriela Michanie,” KVIE 6
MARINDA A. JOHNSON GORMAN, Producer; VICTORIA RODRÍGUEZ, Editor

“KVIE Arts Showcase: Gary Dudley,” KVIE 6
MARINDA A. JOHNSON GORMAN, Producer; ODIN ABBOTT, Editor

“KVIE Arts Showcase: Justin Majeczky,” KVIE 6
MARINDA A. JOHNSON GORMAN, Producer; VICTORIA RODRÍGUEZ, Editor

Arts/Entertainment-Program/Special

“The Display of Faith,” 49ers.com/49ers Studios
SCOTT KEGLEY, Producer; ROBERT ALBERINO, Director;
WIL BLACKWELL, Editor

TAYLOR PRICE, Producer; ROBERT ALBERINO, Director; MICHAEL BLEVINS, Photographer; WIL BLACKWELL, Editor

“Destined for Canton,” Comcast SportsNet California/Silver & Black Productions
VITTORIO DEBARTOLO, BRADLEY PHINNEY, Executive Producers;
JUSTIN LUM, MARCUS PADILLA, JESSICA ROMERO, Producers

Informational/Instructional-Feature/Segment

“A Brief History of the Modern Strawberry,” beta.cironline.org/
The Center for Investigative Reporting
AMANDA PIKE, Executive Producer; ARIANE WU, Producer/Director

JULIE WATTS, Producer/Reporter; JENNIFER MISTROT, Photographer/Editor

“Where's Roberta?,” KPIX 5
ROBERTA GONZÁLES, Producer/Reporter;
BRIAN KILEY, GREGG WELK, Photographers

“When Seconds Count,” KTXL Fox 40
DARREN MCQUADE, Producer; MARIN AUSTIN, Reporter

Informational/Instructional-Program/Special

“ABC7 Presents: More to Explore,” KGO ABC 7
JENNIFER E. OLNEY, Producer/Photographer/Editor; DAN ASHLEY, Host;
DAVID CORONA, Photographer; RUSS T. GEE, Editor

“Roadside MBA,” roadside-mba.stanford.edu
MICHAEL FREEDMAN, Executive Producer; STEVE FYFFE, MARY ELISABETH RIMBEY, Producers; MICHAEL MAZZEO, PAUL OYER, SCOTT SCHAEFER, Hosts; MIKE ELWELL, Director of Photography

Lifestyle-Feature/Segment

“Pic Your Dish,” Coronacast Productions
DAVID CORONA, Producer
“Haute the Record - Rafe Totengco,” Lifestyle Network

BEVERLY TUMANENG DESUASIDO, Executive Producer; CLARISSA OCAMPO, Producer/Writer; OLIVIA DE JESUS, Managing Director; JEREMIAH YSIP, Director of Photography; JOSEPH PERRY, Videographer; JON SANTOS, Editor;
ALBERT CHUNG, Motion Graphic Artist

“QuickBites: Craft Coffee,” sfgovtv.org

DEREK FERNANDEZ, Producer/Online Editor/Audio; JENNIFER LOW, Co-Producer/Photographer; JOSHUA ALEXANDER, Photographer; HERB FERRETTE, Offline Editor; WILLIAM DILLON, Audio-Post

“QuickBites: SFO Eateries,” sfgovtv.org

JENNIFER LOW, Producer; HALILI KNOX, Associate Producer/Host;
DEREK FERNANDEZ, Associate Producer/Photographer; WILLIAM DILLON, Associate Producer/Audio; JOSHUA ALEXANDER, Photographer;
MANUEL VELAZQUEZ, Photographer/Editor; HERB FERRETTE, Offline Editor

Lifestyle-Program/Special

“Food Rush - Taiwan,” KGO ABC 7

JILL WOLFE, Senior Producer; RUSS T. GEE, Producer/Editor;
DAVID CORONA, Director of Photography; SCOTT SPITZ, Assistant Editor

Historic/Cultural-Feature/Segment

“Fog Rugby: Remembering a Hero,” Comcast SportsNet Bay Area

CHRIS JONES, Producer/Writer; CAMERON KIM, Editor

“Sweet Lady of Waiahole,” KITV 4

BRENTON AWA, Reporter; DAN CHURMA, Photographer

“Disenrolled,” KPIX 5

ABBY STERLING, Producer/Photographer; JOE VAZQUEZ, Reporter;
BRIAN YUEN, Photographer; ARTHUR PINES, Editor


CHRISTIN AYERS, Reporter; BRIAN YUEN, Photographer

“Female TURF Dancers Strut, Tut, Whack & Flex Their Way Into a Male-Dominated Scene,” KQED 9

JEREMY RAFF, Video Producer

“‘Gay Essay’ Photographer Helped Bring Queer Life Out of Shadows,” KQED 9

CYNTIA STONE, Producer; JOE MATAZZONI, Managing Editor;
SCOTT SHAFER, Correspondent; JASON LECHUK, JAYME ROY, Photographers;
DEBRA SCHAFFNER, Editor; HUGH SCOTT, Audio Engineer

“Lost in Eritrea,” KTVU Fox 2

ERIC RASMUSSEN, Reporter; ANTHONY HODRICK, Photographer;
RONALD L. ACKER, Editor

Historic/Cultural-Program/Special


TAYLOR PRICE, Producer; ROBERT ALBERINO, Director; WIL BLACKWELL, Editor

“15 Seconds; 25 Years Later The Loma Prieta Earthquake,” KGO ABC 7

MAGGIE BAXTER, Executive Producer; CHERYL JENNINGS, Host;
DAVID CORONA, Director of Photography; MICHAEL P. MITCHELL, Field Camera;
DAN FRIEDMAN, SCOTT SPITZ, Editors; KATHRYN NESTOR, Graphic Designer
“How Do You Remember Vietnam?,” KHON 2/Hawaii Stars Presents Inc.

DIRK FUKUSHIMA, CAROLE KAI ONOUYE, Producers

“The Free Speech Movement Turns 50 - Then & Now,” KNTV NBC Bay Area

JOE INDERHEES, Executive Producer; DIANE DWYER, Producer/Writer/Host;

ALEX BOZOVIC, Photographer/Editor

“Impact of the Frolic,” KVIE 6/Advanced Laboratory for Visual Anthropology

MATT RITENOUR, Director; ARIK BORD, Director of Cinematography;

DANIEL BRUNS, Editor

“The Delano Manongs: Forgotten Heroes of the United Farm Workers,” KVIE 6/Media Factory

MARISSA AROY, Producer/Director; NIALL P. MCKAY, Producer

Public/Current/Community Affairs-Feature/Segment

“Failure to Protect,” KXTV 10

NICK MONACELLI, Reporter; DANIEL CANEPA, Photographer

Public/Current/Community Affairs-Program/Special

“NBC Bay Area News Special Report: Inside Sysco,” KNTV NBC Bay Area

KEVIN NIOUS, Producer; VICKY NGUYEN, Producer/Reporter; MARK VILLARREAL, Photographer; JEREMY CARROLL, Photographer/Editor; EVA SANDOVAL, Director;

ED DURAN, Assistant Director; ANTONIO VILLA, Audio Technician;

WILL ADAMS, Floor Director

“The Green Rush,” KPIX 5

DEE JOYCE, SANDY LEE, Executive Producers; ABBY STERLING, Producer;

MICHAEL BRUCE, Director; VERONICA DE LA CRUZ, Host; CATE CAUGUIRAN,

PHIL MATIER, MIKE SUGERMAN, JOE VAZQUEZ, Reporters; BRIAN YUEN,

Photographer; SUZANNE LANE, Editor; JULIE MONTES, Senior Designer

CHRISTOPHER GUERRERO, ASHLEY NEAL, Graphic Designers

“Letter Perfect--The Road to the Bee,” KPIX 5

CRAIG FRANKLIN, Producer; SHARON CHIN, Reporter; VINCE GARRIDO,

Photographer; SUZANNE LANE, Editor; ASHLEY NEAL, Graphic Designer

“State of Surveillance,” KQED 9/The Center for Investigative Reporting

JOANNE ELGART JENNINGS, Executive Producer; MIA ZUCKERKANDEL,
Senior Producer; MONICA LAM, AMANDA PIKE, Producers; SCOTT SHAFER,

THUY VU, Hosts; GEORGE SCHULZ, Reporter; BUD GUNDY, Director;

DAVID RITSCHER, Editor

“Road 2 Recovery,” KTVN 2

JASON PASCO, Executive Producer; KRISTEN REMINGTON, Producer/Reporter;

BRADLEY HORN, Photographer/Editor

“A Changing Mission,” sfchronicle.com/San Francisco Chronicle

JUDY WALGREN, Producer; ERIN BRETHAUER, MIKE KEPKA,

Producer/Photographer/Editors

Interview/Discussion-Feature/Segment

No Nominations

Interview/Discussion-Program/Special

No Nominations
Health/Science/Environment-Feature/Segment

“Getting High-Running Dry The Siphoning of California's Water,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
   JULIE PUTNAM, Producer; ELYCE KIRCHNER, Reporter

“Radiation Revealed at Hunters Point,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
   ELIZABETH WAGNER, Producer; VICKY NGUYEN, Reporter;
   FELIPE ESCAMILLA, Photographer

“Medical Errors: Little Information Available in CA,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
   JULIE PUTNAM, Producer; STEPHEN STOCK, Reporter

“Soup Without Sharks,” KQED 9
   MONICA LAM, GABRIELA V. QUIROS, Producers; LISA LANDERS,
   Series Producer; PAUL ROGERS, Managing Editor; SHIRLEY GUTIERREZ, Editor

Health/Science/Environment-Program/Special

“Molly's Journey,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
   LIZA MEAK, Producer; DAVID BURGESS, Associate Producer

“Reawakening Extinct Species,” KQED 9
   GABRIELA V. QUIROS, Producer; ARWEN CURRY, Associate Producer;
   PAUL ROGERS, Managing Editor; SHIRLEY GUTIERREZ, Editor

“Treading Water,” KVIE 6/Advanced Laboratory for Visual Anthropology
   DANIEL BRUNS, Cinematographer

“ViewFinder: Deadly Dust - Valley Fever in the West,” KVIE 6
   MICHAEL P. SANFORD, Executive Producer; JASON SHOULTZ, Producer;
   TYLER BASTINE, Associate Producer; MARTIN CHRISTIAN, Videographer;
   ODIN ABBOTT, Editor

“Viewfinder: Living With Parkinson's,” KVIE 6
   KAREN CHRISTIAN, Producer/Writer; MARTIN CHRISTIAN, Director of
   Photography; BRET ALLEN, Videographer; CHRISTINE CANOTE, Editor

Technology-Feature/Segment

“My (EV) Electric Vehicle Experience,” mtc.ca.gov/Metropolitan Transportation Commission
   MARK JONES, Reporter/Videographer/Editor

“Bloomdoggle,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
   ELIZABETH WAGNER, Producer; VICKY NGUYEN, Reporter;
   MARK VILLARREAL, Photographer

“Gigwalk - An end to hiring as we know it?,” KPIX 5
   JULIE WATTS, Producer/Editor; BRIAN YUEN, Photographer

Technology-Program/Special

“Future of You,” KQED 9
   SHERAZ SADIQ, Producer; ARWEN CURRY, Associate Producer;
   LISA LANDERS, PAUL ROGERS, Managing Editors;
   ANDREA KISSACK, Senior Editor; SHIRLEY GUTIERREZ, Editor

“The Valley Girl Show,” KTVU Fox 2
   JIM HAMAN, Executive Producer; MICHIELE J. HARRIS, Producer;
   JESSE DRAPER, Creator/Host; MICHAEL D. KRAJAC, Editor;
   ROBERT ERDIAKOFF, Lighting Director; BOBEE PADILLA, Design Director;
   MARK METZLER, Engineering Supervisor
Special Event Coverage

“San Francisco Giants World Series Parade,” Comcast SportsNet Bay Area

DEVON FOX, DAVID KOPPETT, Executive Producers;
DAVE BERNSTEIN, JEFF KUIPER, CHRIS OLIVERE, LEE SIEGEL, Producers;
JOSEPH T. WASHINGTON II, RICHARD ZINN, Coordinating Producers;
JAMES P. LYNCH, Director; MINDI BACH, AHMED FAREED, DAVID FELDMAN, AMY U. GUTIERREZ, JAMES KOZIMOR, GREG PAPA, Talent; SEAN DAY, ERIC RABINOWITZ, Editors

“Chinese New Year Parade,” KTVU Fox 2

JIM HAMAN, Executive Producer/Producer; BEN FONG-TORRES, JULIE HAENER, Co-Hosts; SHERI BERNSTEIN, Writer; STEVE M. SHLISKY, Editor;
DANIEL BERGER, Technical Director; DON THOMPSON, Engineering Manager;
MARK METZLER, Engineer in charge

“A Dynasty on Parade,” sfchronicle.com/San Francisco Chronicle

JUDY WALGREN, Producer; ERIN BRETHAUER, MIKE KEPKA, Photographer/Editors

Sports-Feature/Segment

“First Pitch For Diego,” Comcast SportsNet California

CASEY PRATT, Producer; KATE LONGWORTH, Reporter;
TYLER DENEVI, Editor

“James Jones - Beating the odds,” Comcast SportsNet California/Silver & Black Productions

VITTORIO DEBARTOLO, BRADLEY PHINNEY, Executive Producers;
JUSTIN LUM, JESSICA ROMERO, Producers; MARCUS PADILLA, Videographer

“Making of the Ballfield,” Comcast SportsNet Bay Area/SFG Productions

CHRISTOPHER GARGANO, PAUL HODGES III, THOMAS MCDONALD, Executive Producers; MATTHEW MCKEE, Senior Producer/Creative Lead;
ANICA CHAVEZ, Producer; ALYSSA ROYCE, Producer/Video Editor;
BLAKE WILBERDING, Senior Video Editor; EVERETT DURAN, Videographer;
BRAD MARTENS, Audio Engineer/Sound Design

“Ray Guy - The Wait is Over,” Comcast SportsNet California/Silver & Black Productions

VITTORIO DEBARTOLO, BRADLEY PHINNEY, Executive Producers

JUSTIN LUM, JESSICA ROMERO, Producers; MARCUS PADILLA, Videographer

“Coaching Great Reunites with Troubled Player,” KOVR CBS 13

STEVEN LARGE, Producer/Reporter

Sports-Daily or Weekly Program/Series

“Forty Niner Way,” 49ers.com/49ers Studios

ROBERT ALBERINO, Director; TED ROBINSON, Host; SCOTT KEGLEY, TAYLOR PRICE, Segment Hosts; MICHAEL BLEVINS, TREY DILLEN, Photographers; WIL BLACKWELL, Editor

“The Faithful,” 49ers.com/49ers Studios

ROBERT ALBERINO, Director; MICHAEL BLEVINS, TREY DILLEN, Photographers; WIL BLACKWELL, Editor

“Inside the Clubhouse: Dynasty,” Comcast SportsNet Bay Area/SFG Productions

CHRISTOPHER GARGANO, KEITH MACRI, THOMAS MCDONALD, Executive Producers; MATTHEW MCKEE, Senior Producer/Creative Lead; ANICA CHAVEZ, Producer; ALYSSA ROYCE, Producer/Video Editor; EVERETT DURAN, Videographer; BLAKE WILBERDING, Senior Video Editor;
BRAD MARTENS, Audio Engineer/Sound Design/Media Manager
“Inside the Clubhouse: Our Boys Are Back,” Comcast SportsNet Bay Area/SFG Productions
CHRISTOPHER GARGANO, PAUL HODGES III, THOMAS MCDONALD,
Executive Producers; MATTHEW McKEE, Senior Producer/Creative Lead;
BLAKE WILBERDING, Senior Video Editor;
BRAD MARTENS, Audio Engineer/Sound Design
“SportsNet Reports” Comcast SportsNet California
LEE SIEGEL, Executive Producer; MICHAEL LANDOLINA, Producer;
BRODIE BRAZIL, Host

Sports-One-Time Special
“Coming Home: James Jones,” Comcast SportsNet California
DAVE BERNSTEIN, LEE SIEGEL, Executive Producers; STEVEN UHALDE,
Producer; FALLON SMITH, Producer/Reporter; ERIC RABINOWITZ, Editor
“Top of the Class,” Comcast SportsNet California/Silver & Black Productions
VITTORIO DEBARTOLO, BRADLEY PHINNEY, Executive Producers;
JUSTIN LUM, JESSICA ROMERO, Producers; MARCUS PADILLA, Videographer

Sporting Game-Live/Unedited
“Sharks Hockey,” Comcast SportsNet California
DAVID KOPPETT, Executive Producer; SEAN MADDISON, Producer;
JOSEPH T. WASHINGTON II, RICHARD ZINN, Coordinating Producers;
FRANK ALBIN, Director; RANDY HAHN, Play-by-Play Announcer; SEAN DAY, Editor
“Warriors Basketball,” Comcast SportsNet Bay Area
DAVID KOPPETT, Executive Producer; PHIL POLLICINO, Producer;
JOSEPH T. WASHINGTON II, RICHARD ZINN, Coordinating Producers;
MICHAEL ROSENTHAL, Associate Producer; THOMAS ADZA, DAN BECKER,
Directors; BOB FITZGERALD, Play-by-Play Announcer; ROSALYN GOLD-ONWUDE,
Analyst; SEAN DAY, Editor; ERIK FISHER, Graphics Producer
“USL PRO Championship Game,” KOVR CBS 13/Franklin Pictures
FRANKLIN PREVATT, Executive Producer; GEOFF BUTLER, Producer;
MIKE BIRD, Director

SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS
Community/Public Service Announcements
“Bike To Work 2014,” Beyond Pix Studios
DANIELLE CHEIFETZ, Producer; PATRICK WONG, Director of Photography;
JENNIFER RUBIN, Editor
“Dynamite,” KMAX CW 31
MICHAEL MECHANICK, Producer/Cinematographer/Editor
“It's On Us - Sexual Assault Prevention at Stanford,” Stanford Video
GORDON GURLEY, Producer; TIM NEFF, Director of Photography/Editor

Promotion-News Promo-Single Spot
“Good Day Christmas,” KMAX CW 31
BRIAN WHEATLEY, Producer; PAUL KRAMER, Producer/Editor;
JOHN ROMAN, Cinematographer
“Giants Spirit,” KTVU Fox 2
MORGAN JENKINS, Producer; MONA FOX, Producer/Editor;
SKYE BEITLER, Producer/Editor/Graphic Designer
Promotion-Program-Single Spot

“Inside the Clubhouse: Dynasty,” Comcast SportsNet Bay Area/SFG Productions

CHRISTOPHER GARGANO, KEITH MACRI, THOMAS MCDONALD, Executive Producers; MATTHEW MCKEE, Senior Producer/Creative Lead; ANICA CHAVEZ, Producer; ALYSSA ROYCE, Producer/Video Editor; BLAKE WILBERDING, Senior Video Editor; BRAD MARTENS, Audio Engineer/Sound Design

“Mini-Wingman,” Comcast SportsNet Bay Area

BRENT AYRES, DREW H. GOUGH, TOM PELLACK, Producers

“Good Day Rover,” KMAX CW 31

DON SMITH, Producer; MICHAEL MECHANICK, Producer/Editor; JOHN ROMAN, Cinematographer

“The Flash,” KMAX CW 31

MICHAEL MECHANICK, Producer/Writer/Editor; MICHAEL WIEBE, Graphic Designer/Animator

Promotion-Campaign

“Carpool Confessions,” Comcast SportsNet Bay Area

BRENT AYRES, TOM PELLACK, Producers; AHMED FAREED, DAVID FELDMAN, Writers

“ABC30 Your Stories Campaign,” KFSN ABC 30

TIM SARQUIS, Producer/Camera/Editor/Graphics

“ABC7 Where You Live,” KGO ABC 7

PAULA MARCHESCHI, Producer; DANIEL KREITER, Producer/Writer; MIKE ELWELL, Director of Photography; JONATHAN SPRAGUE, Photographer; KATHRYN NESTOR, Art Director/Designer; JOEL WILMOT, Stage Manager

“KITV4-More Local,” KITV 4

ANDREW JACKSON, Executive Producer; MELISSA MAPES, Producer/Writer; TROY GOMES, Colorist/Motion Graphics

Commercial-Single Spot or Campaign

No Nominations

CRAFT ACHIEVEMENT

On-Camera Talent-Anchor-News

“Kellie DeMarco Composite,” KCRA 3

KELLIE DEMARCO, Anchor

“Julie Haener Composite,” KTVU Fox 2

JULIE HAENER, Anchor

On-Camera Talent-Anchor-Weather

“Paul Deanno-Meteorologist,” KPIX 5

PAUL DEANNO, Meteorologist

“Bill Martin Composite,” KTVU Fox 2

BILL MARTIN, Meteorologist

On-Camera Talent-Reporter-Transportation/Traffic

“Trafficky Traffic with Chief Trafficologist Mike Inouye,” KNTV NBC Bay Area

MIKE INOUYE, Traffic Anchor
“Dan Rubin Composite,” KRON 4
DAN RUBIN, Reporter

“Chris Nguyen Composite,” KXTV 10
CHRISTOPHER NGUYEN, Reporter

On-Camera Talent-News Reporter
TONY KOVALESKI, Reporter

“Vicky Nguyen Composite,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
VICKY NGUYEN, Reporter

“Bob Redell Reporting,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
BOB REDELL, Reporter

“Call Kurtis Investigates 2014,” KOVR CBS 13
KURTIS MING, Consumer Investigative Reporter

On-Camera Talent-Sports-Anchor/Reporter
“Brodie Brazil Composite,” Comcast SportsNet Bay Area
BRODIE BRAZIL, Reporter

On-Camera Talent-Anchor-Sports-Play by Play/Analyst
“Giants Talent Composite,” Comcast SportsNet Bay Area
DUANE KUIPER, Play-by-Play Announcer; MIKE KRUKOW, Analyst;
AMY U. GUTIERREZ, Sideline Reporter

“Warriors Talent Composite,” Comcast SportsNet Bay Area
BOB FITZGERALD, Play-by-Play Announcer;
ROSALYN GOLD-ONWUDE, Sideline Reporter

On-Camera Talent-Program Host/Moderator/Reporter
“Mixed Plate's Pamela,” KITV 4
PAMELA YOUNG, Host

“Doug Brauner Composite,” KMAX CW31/Battle Hill Media Group
DOUGLAS BRAUNER, Host

“Jason Shoultz Composite,” KVIE 6
JASON SHOULTZ, Host

“Rob on the Road,” KVIE 6
ROB STEWART, Host

Director-Live/Recorded Live
“Sunrise' Battleship Missouri,” Hawaii News Now
MICHAEL C. HARRIS, Director

“Olympic Zone Composite,” KCRA 3
RANDY FORSMAN, Director

“Home Chef Showdown-Desserts,” KGO ABC 7
RUSS T. GEE, Director

Writer-News
“Mike TeSelle Scripts: Marrying words, pictures and sound,” KCRA 3
MIKE TESELETTE, Writer
“Bob Redell Writing,” KNTV NBC Bay Area  
**BOB REDELL**, Writer

“Joe Rosato Jr. Composite,” KNTV NBC Bay Area  
**JOE ROSATO, JR.**, Writer

“Mike Sugerman Writes,” KPIX 5  
**MIKE SUGERMAN**, Writer

“Heather Holmes Composite,” KTVU Fox 2  
**HEATHER HOLMES**, Writer

“Mike Mibach Composite,” KTVU Fox 2  
**MIKE MIBACH**, Writer

“Story Time with Noelle Walker,” KTVU Fox 2  
**NOELLE WALKER**, Writer

**Writer-Program**

“Are You Ready?,” 49ers.com/49ers Studios  
**ROBERT ALBERINO**, Writer

**ROBERT ALBERINO**, Writer

“Champions for Children,” KFSN ABC 30  
**AURORA DÍAZ**, Writer

“ABC7 Presents: More to Explore,” KGO ABC 7  
**JENNIFER E. OLNEY**, Writer

“NBC Bay Area News Special Report: Inside Sysco,” KNTV NBC Bay Area  
**VICKY NGUYEN, KEVIN NIOUS**, Writers

“The Heiress and Her Chateau: Carolands of California,” KQED 9/Luna Productions  
**GARY WEIMBERG**, Writer

“Tyler/York Composite,” KQED 9/The American Mercury  
**KIT TYLER, RICHARD YORK**, Writers

**Photographer-News-Within 24 Hours**

“Joseph Huerta Composite,” KTVU Fox 2  
**JOSEPH HUERTA**, Photographer

**Photographer-News-No Time Limit**

“The Helicopter Project,” KFSN ABC 30/Fenceline Media Group LLC  
**JUSTIN DAVIS**, Photographer

“Jacob Jimenez Composite,” KTVU Fox 2  
**JACOB JIMÉNEZ**, Photojournalist

“Darren McQuade Composite,” KTXL Fox 40  
**DARREN MCQUADE**, Photographer

**Photographer-Program (Non-News)**

“Matthew McKee Composite,” Comcast SportsNet Bay Area/SFG Productions  
**MATTHEW MCKEE**, Videographer

“Kit Tyler Composite,” KQED 9/The American Mercury  
**KIT TYLER**, Photographer

“Jeremiah Ysip Composite,” The Filipino Channel  
**JEREMIAH YSIP**, Videographer
“The Reno Sessions,” therenosessions.com
  **FORD CORL, DAVID WARE**, Videographers

**Photographer-Video Essay-Single Camera only**
“Chris Bollini Composite,” KSRO.com/Ground Floor Productions
  **CHRIS BOLLINI**, Photographer
“Home for the Holidays,” KTVU Fox 2
  **JOSEPH HUERTA**, Photographer
“Martin Holeton Composite,” KTVU Fox 2
  **MARTIN HOLETON**, Photographer
“The Gift Of Music,” KTVU Fox 2
  **GREG GRINSELL**, Photographer
“Mailman's Final Route,” KXTV 10
  **DANIEL CANEPA**, Photographer
“The City Exposed: Betty Bo Rock Bop,” sfgate.com/San Francisco Chronicle
  **MIKE KEPKA**, Photographer

**Editor-News-Within 24 Hours**
“Greg Grinsell Composite,” KTVU Fox 2
  **GREG GRINSELL**, Editor
“Joseph Huerta Composite,” KTVU Fox 2
  **JOSEPH HUERTA**, Editor

**Editor-News-No Time Limit**
“Cameron Kim Composite,” Comcast SportsNet Bay Area
  **CAMERON KIM**, Editor
“Alex Bozovic Composite,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
  **ALEX BOZOVIC**, Editor
“Mark Villarreal Composite,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
  **MARK VILLARREAL**, Editor
“Dennis López Composite,” KOVR CBS 13
  **DENNIS LÓPEZ**, Editor
“Serkan Stage Composite,” KPIX 5
  **SERKAN STAGE**, Editor

**Editor-Program-Non-News**
  **ROBERT ALBERINO**, Editor
“Wil Blackwell Composite,” 49ers.com/49ers Studios
  **WIL BLACKWELL**, Editor
“Michael Blevins Composite,” 49ers.com/49ers Studios
  **MICHAEL BLEVINS**, Editor
“Kit Tyler Composite,” KQED 9/The American Mercury
  **KIT TYLER**, Editor
“Tim Walton Composite,” KVIE 6
  **TIM D. WALTON**, Editor
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“QuickBites: Food for Thought,” sfgovtv.org
THOMAS LOFTUS, Online Editor

Video Journalist-Within 24 Hours
“Triple Threat,” KPIX 5
DA LIN, Video Journalist

Video Journalist-No Time Limit
“Bay Area Proud Composite,” KNTV NBC Bay Area
GARVIN THOMAS, Video Journalist

Graphic Arts-Graphics and Animation
No Nominations

SPANISH LANGUAGE CONTEST

SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT

Station Excellence/News Excellence
No Nominations

Journalistic Enterprise-Within 24 Hours
No Nominations

Journalistic Enterprise-No Time Limit
“Historias de San Quintin,” KDTV Univision 14
LUIS GODINEZ, Producer; LEÓN FELIPE GONZÁLEZ, Reporter

NEWS PROGRAMMING

Newscast-Daytime-Larger Markets
“A Primera Hora,” KUVS Univision 19
ANYA ARECHIGA, Producer; MARIBEL LÓPEZ, Reporter;
NATANAEL LÓPEZ, Photographer

Newscast-Evening- Larger Markets
“Noticias Univision 14 a las Seis,” KDTV Univision 14
CAROLINA NÚÑEZ, News Director; LUIS GODINEZ, Executive Producer;
VICENTA JÁUREGUI-LARIO, Producer; ANTHONY SPAGNA, Director; MARÍA
leticia gómez, león feli pe gonzález, Anchors;
WILLIAM BONILLA, Sports Anchor; RAMÓN ADAME, FLAVIO LACAYO,
GILBERTO LEÓN, Reporters; MELISSA HERNÁNDEZ, Writer;
JOSE TELLO, Assignment Editor

“Noticias 19 a las seis,” KUVS Univision 19
PABLO IACUB, News Director; JOSE ANTONIO MARTÍNEZ, Executive Producer;
SANDRA CERVANTES, RENE NAVA, Producers; JAIRO DÍAZ-PEDRAZA,
VIVIANA V. PAEZ, Anchors; PAMELA DÍAZ, ALEJANDRA QUEZADA, Reporters;
CARLOS RODRÍGUEZ, Photojournalist; GUSTAVO BARRAZA, Assignment Manager
Newscast-Evening-Medium Market
No Nominations

Breaking News
“En el cumplimiento de su deber,” KUVS Univision 19
PABLO IACUB, JOSE ANTONIO MARTÍNEZ, Executive Producers; RENE NAVA, Producer; JAIRO DÍAZ-PEDRAZA, Anchor; ENRIQUE CHIABRA, MARIBEL LÓPEZ, DANIELA MOSQUERA, Reporters; JOSÉ M. ESTRELLA, Photographer/Editor; DENISSE GÓMEZ, Editor; GUSTAVO BARRAZA, Assignment Manager

General Assignment Report
“Napa Earthquake Damage,” KDTV Univision 14
MARÍA LETICIA GÓMEZ, Reporter

Continuing Coverage-Within 24 Hours
“Napa Earthquake,” KDTV Univision 14
LUIS GODINEZ, CAROLINA NÚÑEZ, Executive Producers; KARLA ARGUMEDO, Producer; LEÓN FELIPE GONZÁLEZ, Anchor; MARÍA LETICIA GÓMEZ, Anchor/Reporter; BEATRIZ FERRARI, FLAVIO LACAYO, JAMES PELUFFO, Reporters; ROSAURA DERAS, Writer
“KSTS Telemundo 48 - Cobertura continua,” KSTS Telemundo 48
FREDDY OLDENBURG, SANDRA SALAZAR, Executive Producers; MARTIN ALVAREZ, Director/APC Operator; JUAN FRANCISCO RAMÍREZ, Anchor; GABRIELA DELLAN, Weather Anchor; KATHERINE OROZCO, Reporter;
MICHELLE GARCIA, Assistant Director/APC Operator; ERIKA VÁSQUEZ, Assignment Editor

Continuing Coverage-No Time Limit
“Esperanza Estancada,” KUVS Univision 19
PAMELA DÍAZ, Reporter; NELSON CASTILLO, MIGUEL SOLORIO, Photographer/Editors

Investigative Report-Series
“Carteles de la Piel,” KSTS Telemundo 48
ALONSO CASTILLO, Reporter
“Victima X 2,” KUVS Univision 19
SERGIO FLORES, Reporter; MIGUEL SOLORIO, Photographer/Editor

Feature News Report-Light Series
“Ruta de la Sierra,” KFTV Univision 21
DAVID IBARRA, Anchor/Reporter; VLADIMIR ARAYA, Producer/Photographer/Editor
“Almas Errantes,” KUVS Univision 19
PAMELA DÍAZ, Reporter; MIGUEL SOLORIO, Photographer/Editor

Feature News Report-Serious
“Hotel 22,” KDTV Univision 14
MARÍA LETICIA GÓMEZ, Reporter
Feature News Report-Serious Series
“Sueños Sin Raíces,” KUVS Univision 19
SERGIO FLORES, Reporter; JOSÉ M. ESTRELLA, Photographer/Editor

Specialty Assignment Report
No Nominations

NEWS & PROGRAM SPECIALTY

Arts/Entertainment-Program Feature/Segment
No Nominations
Arts/Entertainment-Program/Special
No Nominations

Informational/Instructional-Feature/Segment
“Cara a Cara con el Fuego,” KUVS Univision 19
PAMELA DÍAZ, Producer/Reporter; JOSÉ M. ESTRELLA, Photographer/Editor

Informational/Instructional-Program/Special
“Acción Ejecutiva,” KDTV Univision 14
LUIS GODINEZ, Producer; MARÍA LETICIA GÓMEZ, LEÓN FELIPE GONZÁLEZ, Anchors; ANTHONY SPAGNA, Director
“Licencias para todos,” KDTV Univision 14
JAMES PELUFFO, Reporter

Lifestyle-Single Story Or Segment
No Nominations

Lifestyle-Special Or Single Program From A Series
No Nominations

Historic/Cultural-Feature/Segment
“Vida de Charro,” KFTV Univision 21
REINA CÁRDENAS, Reporter; JOSÉ E. MUÑOZ, Photographer/Editor
“Undocumented and Gay,” KSTS Telemundo 48
JAMES PELUFFO, Producer/Photographer
“La Ciudad Perdida,” KUVS Univision 19
KARINA BANDA, Reporter; NATANAOEL LÓPEZ, Photographer/Editor
“Tango Pasión,” KUVS Univision 19
JAIRO DÍAZ-PEDRAZA, Anchor/Reporter; MIGUEL SOLORIO, Photographer/Editor

Historic/Cultural-Program/Special
“Pasaporte al Mundial,” KDTV Univision 14
HUMBERTO RIEVERS, Producer; LEÓN FELIPE GONZÁLEZ, Reporter;
JUAN HERNÁNDEZ, Photojournalist
“Entre el dedal y mi cultura,” KUVS Univision 19
MARIBEL LÓPEZ, Producer/Reporter; KARINA BANDA, Reporter;
OMAR ECHEVERRÍA, Photographer/Editor
Public/Current/Community Affairs-Feature/Segment
“Para bien o para mal,” KDTV Univision 14
FLAVIO LACAYO, Reporter
“Pequeños y valiosos, 15 minutos si podemos,” KUVS Univision 19
MARIBEL LÓPEZ, Anchor/Producer;
NELSON CASTILLO, NATANAEL LÓPEZ, Photographer/Editors

Public/Current/Community Affairs-Program/Special
“Niños de la Frontera,” KDTV Univision 14
CAROLINA NÚÑEZ, Executive Producer; LUIS GODINEZ, VICENTA JÁUREGUI-LARIOS, Producers; MARÍA Leticia Gómez, LEÓN FELIPE GONZÁLEZ, Anchors; RAMÓN ADAME, FLAVIO LACAYO, JAMES PELUFFO, Reporters; ANTHONY SPAGNA, Director/Technical Director;
JOSE TELLO, Assignment Editor; MELISSA HERNÁNDEZ, Writer
“Licencias para todos,” KUVS Univision 19
JOSE ANTONIO MARTÍNEZ, Executive Producer; JAIRO DÍAZ-PEDRAZA, Anchor

Health/Science/Environment-Feature/Segment
“A New Weapon Against HIV,” KSTS Telemundo 48
ANDRÉS BRENDER, Producer/Reporter/Photographer/Editor
“Overcoming challenges: walking the wheelchair,” KSTS Telemundo 48
ANDRÉS BRENDER, Producer/Reporter/Photographer/Editor

Special Event Coverage
No Nominations

Sports-Feature/Segment
“King Arthur,” KFTV Univision 21
SAYRA VÁSQUEZ, Producer/ Talent; ALVARO MARTÍNEZ, Editor
“Campeón Sin Corona,” KUVS Univision 19
SERGIO FLORES, Reporter/Editor; JOSÉ M. ESTRELLA, Videographer/Editor

Sports-Daily or Weekly Program/Series
“Termina el mundial / Acción Deportiva Extra ADE,” KFTV Univision 21
SANDY SIRIAS, Executive Producer; GEOVANA HERRERA, Producer;
RAÚL DELGADO, Sports Anchor; RAUL LIMA, Director/Technical Director

SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS

Community/Public Service Announcements
No Nominations

Promotion-News Promo-Single Spot
No Nominations

Promotion-Program-Single Spot
No Nominations

Promotion-Campaign
No Nominations
Commercial-Single Spot or Campaign
No Nominations

CRAFT ACHIEVEMENT

On-Camera Talent-Anchor-News
No Nominations

On-Camera Talent-Anchor-Weather
No Nominations

On-Camera Talent-Reporter-Transportation/Traffic
No Nominations

On-Camera Talent-News Reporter
“Pamela Díaz Les Informa,” KUVS Univision 19
PAMELA DÍAZ, Reporter

On-Camera Talent-Sports-Anchor/Reporter
“Presentador de deportes: Gabriel Sotelo,” KSTS Telemundo 48
GABRIEL SOTELO, Sports Anchor

On-Camera Talent-Program Host/Moderator/Reporter
“Karina Banda Composite,” KUVS Univision 19
KARINA BANDA, Host
“Vilanova Composite,” KDTV Univision 14
KIRA VILANOVA, Host

Director-Live/Live to Tape
No Nominations

Writer-News
No Nominations

Photographer-News-No Time Limit
“Estrella Composite,” KUVS Univision 19
JOSÉ M. ESTRELLA, Photographer

Photographer-Video Essay Single Camera Only
No Nominations

Editor-News  No Time Limit
“Niños de la Frontera,” KDTV Univision 14
GERSON A. SÁNCHEZ, Editor
“Solorio Composite,” KUVS Univision 19
MIGUEL SOLORIO, Editor

Editor-Program-Non News
No Nominations
Video Journalist-Within 24 Hours
“Pilar Nino Composite,” KSTS Telemundo 48
  MARIA DEL PILAR NINO, Video Journalist
“Incendio Monticello,” KUVS Univision 19
  SERGIO FLORES, Video Journalist
“Tras la pista de agresores sexuales,” KUVS Univision 19
  ENRIQUE CHIABRA, Video Journalist

Video Journalist-No Time Limit
“Cosechando El Éxito,” KUVS Univision 19
  SERGIO FLORES, Video Journalist

Graphic Arts-Graphics & Animation
“Cofre Del Tesoro,” KFTV Univision 21
  MARLO MEDINA, Editor/Motion Graphics/Illustrator
“William Jiménez Composite,” KUVS Univision 19
  WILLIAM JIMÉNEZ, Motion Designer/Editor

Contact: Darryl Compton, Executive Director
  415-777-0212  darryl@emmysf.tv